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Call Summary 
 

Introduction to Diagnostics Evidence Accelerator Meeting #33 
 
This week’s Diagnostics Evidence Accelerator meeting consisted of 1 presentation:  
 
1. Diagnostics: The Key to the Beginning, Middle, & End of the Pandemic (Prof. Mara Aspinall, Arizona 

State University (ASU)) 
 
As always, thank you to all of the analytic partners, strategic advisors, and scientific advisors that are 
participating in Project One of Diagnostics Evidence Accelerator.  
 
Diagnostics: The Key to the Beginning, Middle, & End of the Pandemic 
 
In collaboration with the Rockefeller Foundation, ASU is working on four programs (Figure 1). This 
presentation focused on COVID-19 Testing Commons and COVID-19 Evidence Commons. 
 

  
Figure 1: COVID-19 Diagnostics Commons, Arizona State University (ASU). 

Testing Commons is the largest database worldwide containing information on COVID-19 tests that have 
been authorized or are under development. Of the 2418 tests currently in the database, approximately 
half are authorized for use around the world and half are in development. Testing Commons is an 
interactive database where users can search for regulatory status, platform, sensitivity (as per the 

https://chs.asu.edu/diagnostics-commons/testing-commons


Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)), specificity / specificity (EUA), company, diagnostic target, analysis 
location, specimen collected, and region.  
 
Figure 2 gives an overview of the tests that have been authorized in the world since the beginning of the 
pandemic (figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: Number of COVID-19 tests authorized around the world. 

The US FDA classifies tests based on 4 parameters: Molecular tests (including Appendix A LDTs and Flu 
panels); Antigen Tests (including Flu panels); Patient Management Tests (mostly IL6 based); and 
Serology (Antibody) Tests  (including cellular immunity). There are also home collection kits. The US FDA 
also divides tests into test attributes. The attributes are test location (Lab vs. POC vs. Home), screening 
(asymptomatic), serial screening, pooling, and OTC vs prescription. Figure 3 shows the break down of 
the number of tests that have EUAs in the US. 
 

 
Figure 3: Breakdown of the tests that have received an EUA. 

The number of labs authorized to analyze samples, sample type collected, and persons to collect 
samples can be seen in Figure 4. Since the pandemic is, hopefully, close to the end, the area where we 
need to focus today is self-tests that utilize anterior nasal swabs and saliva-based samples.   
 



 
Figure 4: Profile of US FDA EUAs 

Today, there are a total of 11 EUAs for comprehensive at-home testing. These tests provide the results 
at home instead of sending the sample to a lab. US FDA released guidelines to facilitate the 
development of tests. They released EUA guidelines for asymptomatic screening and serial screening, 
testing of pooled samples, respiratory panels (to include Flu, RSV, etc.). The companies with the largest 
number of US FDA EUAs are Abbott (12 EUAs), Siemen (11 EUAs), then Danaher, Quidel, Roche, and 
Quest. 
 
The breakdown of the CE-IVD authorized tests can be seen in Figure 5. As shown, there has been a focus 
on developing antibody tests, which has proven to be less useful in most markets.  
 

 
Figure 5: Breakdown of CE-IVD certified test. 

Figure 6 shows the breakdown of tests outside of the US and Europe. Researchers focused on molecular 
and antibody tests. 



 
Figure 6: Tests authorized outside of the US and Europe.  

The tests in development around the world can be seen in Figure 7. There is a continued focus on 
molecular tests, specifically genome sequencing and CRISPR based tests, as well as new technologies 
including breath tests.  
 
 

 
Figure 7:Test in development worldwide. 

Prof. Aspinall highlighted a number of the FDA and CDC achievements and opportunities (Figure 8).  
 



 
Figure 8: FDA and CDC achievement and opportunities. 

 
In Evidence Commons, the objective is to create an interactive global repository of research findings on 
COVID-19 tests and testing protocols with a searchable database on completed research, operational, 
and clinical studies. Users can search and filter fields including trial/study type, tests and protocols 
evaluations, sample populations, and more. Evidence Commons is housed at Arizona State University in 
partnership with RADxUP team at Duke University. Figure 9 shows the different views of the dashboard. 
Evidence Commons will be something that can be leveraged for years to come to learn about the COVID-
19 pandemic and diagnostics to address future epidemics / pandemics.  
 

 
Figure 9: Evidence Commons Dashboard 

 
Discussion: 
• TestingCommons.com is an example of the effort and collaboration of the Evidence Accelerator 

workstream. Testing Commons is a source of information, data, and clearing house of the different 
test in the world.  

• The ability to collaborate with a sense of urgency during the pandemic has provided opportunities to 
leverage the learning and collaborations for other disease areas. Testing Commons can be a useful 

https://evidencecommons.dtn.asu.edu/dashboard


product to leverage in other diseases. Additionally, Testing Commons consist of a global dataset. 
This helps researchers understand and collaborate better in the COVID-19 space. 

 
Questions and Answers: 
• How many test results do you have in total [in the Testing Commons]? Do you know if they’re linked 

to an individual? Can you see if someone has multiple tests in one day or over the course of 
months? 

o Testing Commons is focused on the tests themselves not about the results of the tests. 
Testing Commons uses the data that test developers submit in their EUA filings or research 
publications for those tests in development.  

• Can Testing Commons be leveraged in other tests/disease areas? 
• How do you cope with a lack of centrally calibrated test results? 
 
Next Steps 
• Continue making data connections through the Evidence Accelerator and through 

www.EvidenceAccelerator.org.   
 

Next Meeting: Thursday, July 15, 2021 12-1 pm ET 
 

http://www.evidenceaccelerator.org/

